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Despite its wide implications for many ecological issues, the global pattern of spatial turnover in the

occurrence of species has been little studied, unlike the global pattern of species richness. Here, using a

database on the breeding distributions of birds, we present the first global maps of variation in spatial

turnover for an entire taxonomic class, a pattern that has to date remained largely a matter of conjecture,

based on theoretical expectations and extrapolation of inconsistent patterns from different biogeographic

realms. We use these maps to test four predictions from niche theory as to the form that this variation

should take, namely that turnover should increase with species richness, towards lower latitudes, and with

the steepness of environmental gradients and that variation in turnover is determined principally by rare

(restricted) species. Contrary to prediction, we show that turnover is high both in areas of extremely low

and high species richness, does not increase strongly towards the tropics, and is related both to average

environmental conditions and spatial variation in those conditions. These results are closely associated

with a further important and novel finding, namely that global patterns of spatial turnover are driven

principally by widespread species rather than the restricted ones. This complements recent demonstrations

that spatial patterns of species richness are also driven principally by widespread species, and thus provides

an important contribution towards a unified model of how terrestrial biodiversity varies both within and

between the Earth’s major land masses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spatial turnover in the composition of species assemblages

(the gains and losses of species from place to place) is central

to many important ecological questions, including the

magnitude of and relationship between regional and global

species richness, likely biotic responses to climate change

and the design of protected area networks for conservation

(Harrison 1993; Gaston 2000; Condit et al. 2002; Groves

2003; Wiersma & Urban 2005). Yet, in contrast to patterns

of species richness per se, the global geographical patterns of

spatial turnover remain poorly documented and their

determinants little explored (Lawton 2000). While some

regional analyses have been conducted, it is unclear how

widely the results generalize (e.g. Willig & Sandlin 1991;

Blackburn & Gaston 1996; Gregory et al. 1998; Williams

et al. 1999; Lennon et al. 2001; Koleff et al. 2003a),

particularly given recentdemonstrationsof markedvariation
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in macroecological patterns between biogeographic realms

(e.g. Orme et al. 2006).

Two principal theoretical frameworks exist for patterns

in spatial turnover, rooted in niche limitation and dispersal

limitation, respectively (Gaston et al. 2007). In the former,

the distributions of individual species are limited by traits

that influence the range of biotic and abiotic conditions

under which they can survive and successfully reproduce,

while in the latter, these distributions are limited simply by

dispersal abilities. Although both influences doubtless play

some role in structuring most assemblages, four simple

predictions arise from niche limitation, with which most

discussions of turnover at geographical scales have been

concerned (Gaston et al. 2007). First, given that different

species occur in different environments, and that on

average environmental conditions are increasingly different

with the distance separating sites (Williamson 1987), spatial

turnover in species composition will tend to be positively

correlated with species richness, with greater turnover

enabling more species to persist in an area (Stevens 1989;

Gaston & Williams 1996; Willig et al. 2003; Lomolino et al.

2006). Second, given that environmental conditions show
This journal is q 2007 The Royal Society
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particularly strong latitudinal gradients, spatial turnover

will show a similar trend (Stevens 1989; Gaston &

Williams 1996; Koleff et al. 2003a; Willig et al. 2003).

Such a pattern might also be predicted to follow from a

latitudinal gradient in species richness, if this gradient is a

consequence of turnover. Third, the steeper the spatial

gradient in environmental conditions, the fewer species

will be shared between areas, the greater the numbers that

will not be shared, and the greater will be the spatial

turnover (Whittaker 1960, 1972). And finally, if compara-

tively rare (restricted) species tend to have narrower niches

and more fragmented distributions (Gaston 1994), then

we expect rarer species to drive turnover patterns more

than common (widespread) species.

Here, we present the first global analyses of spatial

turnover for a major taxon, and test the above predictions,

using a database on the geographical distribution of the

breeding ranges of extant bird species on an equal-area

grid at a resolution comparable to 18 latitude!longitude,

the finest considered practicable given in available data

(Orme et al. 2005).
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Data

Analyses were based on a previously reported database of

vector distribution maps for 9626 extant, recognized bird

species (see Orme et al. 2005, 2006 for details). Briefly, the

polygon ranges were converted into an equal area Behrmann

grid at a resolution of 96.5!96.5 km (giving 17 924 grid cells

for analysis). Species were scored as present in a grid cell if

any of the available sources indicated that the breeding range

fell within the cell boundaries.

Geographical patterns in spatial turnover are traditionally

interpreted as reflecting gradients in environmental conditions

and variation in species environmental adaptations, with greater

turnover where these gradients are steeper (Whittaker 1960,

1972). However, average environmental conditions may also

shape patterns of turnover through their influence both on the

numbersof species occupying anarea (Gaston2000) and on the

potential for individual species to become locally more wide-

spread. The geographical variation of spatial turnover was

modelled at a global scale using environmental factors selected

a priori, based on previous empirical demonstrations of their

possible importance as determinants of richness or turnover

(Gaston 2000; Lennon et al. 2001). We used the mean and

‘roughness’ (the local gradient) of the availability of ambient

energy (temperature) and productive energy (normalized

difference vegetation index, NDVI), habitat diversity (number

of land-cover types) and elevation.

Sources and raw resolutions of the four selected environ-

mental variables, which were then resampled to the 18

Behrmann grid, were as follows:

(i) mean annual temperature data (8C) for the period

1961–1990 at 10 min resolution interpolated from

station means (New et al. 2002);

(ii) mean annual remotely sensed NDVI for the period

1982–1996 at 0.258 resolution (Fourier-adjusted,

sensor and solar zenith angle corrected, interpolated,

reconstructed (FASIR) adjusted normalized

difference vegetation index (NDVI): available at

http://islscp2.sesda.com/ISLSCP2_1/html_pages/

groups/veg/fasir_ndvi_monthly_xdeg.html);
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
(iii) number of land-cover types (habitat diversity) occur-

ring in a grid cell, computed using remotely sensed

data for the 12-month period between April 1992 and

March 1993 at 30 arcsec resolution with types

classified following the Global Ecosystems 100

category land-cover classification (Global Land

Cover Characterization v. 2: available at http://

edcdaac.usgs.gov/glcc/glcc.asp; Olson 1994a,b); and

(iv) elevation within each grid cell, from 30 arcsec

resolution data (Global 30-arc-second Elevation

Dataset (GTOPO30) developed by USGS EROS

Data Centre: available at http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/

gtopo30/gtopo30.asp).

Environmental analyses omitted grid cells falling within

Oceania or Antarctica, since environmental data were not

available for these realms. In order to standardize the

definition of terrestrial land-area across raw environmental

datasets, each was over-laid with a high-resolution terrestrial

areas map (Digital Chart of the World, Environmental

Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc., Redlands, CA,

1993) prior to re-sampling to the 18 Behrmann grid. Raw-

data cells, or portions of cells, falling outside this definition of

land-area were excluded from re-sampling calculations, and

the latter were weighted by the land-area associated with each

remaining raw-data cell.

NDVI and elevation were log-transformed to improve

their fit to the assumptions of the analyses. Mean environ-

mental conditions were those of the focal grid cell. With the

exception of habitat diversity, roughness was computed as the

mean of the absolute differences between the focal cell and

each of its immediate neighbours for which environmental

data were available. Roughness in habitat diversity was

calculated by applying the equation for bsim (see below) to

the habitats occurring in a given focal cell and its neighbours.
(b) Analyses

Measures of spatial turnover are typically derived from the

matching/mismatching components a, b and c, where a

(continuity) is the total number of species shared by two

areas; b (gain) is the number of species present in the other area

but not in the focal one; and c (loss) is the number of species

present in the focal area but absent from the other one. We

calculated the average values of each of these three components

for each grid cell, from comparison with its n (maximum of

eight) immediate neighbours (Lennon et al. 2001).

Numerous indices of spatial turnover in species compo-

sition have been derived from the matching components

(Koleff et al. 2003b). We focus on three, which capture

different facets of this phenomenon. The first, Whittaker’s

index (Whittaker 1960), is the most widely used and takes the

form bwZ(aCbCc)/(aCc), where the matching components

for each grid cell are calculated relative to the species

assemblage of the entire neighbourhood of n cells (Lennon

et al. 2001). This is a ‘broad sense’ measure of turnover

(Koleff et al. 2003b), in that it does not adjust for differences

in composition attributable to local richness gradients. The

second is a modified Simpson’s index, which quantifies the

relative magnitude of the species gains and losses and takes

the form bsimZmin(b, c)/(min(b, c)Ca) (Lennon et al. 2001).

This is a ‘narrow sense’ measure of turnover (Koleff et al.

2003b), that reflects the relative magnitude of species gains

and losses rather than local richness gradients (Lennon et al.

2001). The third is the complement of Jaccard’s index, again

http://islscp2.sesda.com/ISLSCP2_1/html_pages/groups/veg/fasir_ndvi_monthly_xdeg.html
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a ‘broad sense’ measure, which captures dissimilarity in

composition in terms of the likelihood that any of the species

occurring in two areas occurs in just one of them. It takes the

form bjZ(bCc)/(aCbCc) ( Jaccard 1912). For the last two

indices, mean values were calculated for each grid cell, from

separate comparison with each of its n immediate neighbours.

These measures of turnover may be biased at high

latitudes, because a geographical projection representing a

sphere cannot faithfully preserve both the area of grid cells

and the distances between them. We could have used a

projection preserving distance, rather than area, but the

problems posed by an unequal area grid dwarf those of an

unequal distance grid. However, in using an equal area grid,

both latitudinal and longitudinal distances between adjacent

cells change with latitude. This effect is substantially

mitigated by the averaging approach taken to calculating

measures of turnover between focal and neighbouring cells.

Specifically, while latitudinal distances between these cells

increase with latitude, this is countered by a simultaneous

decrease in longitudinal distances. Hence, the mean distances

between cell centroids are approximately constant between

c.508 S and c.508 N, and only increase markedly at very high

latitudes (figure S1 in the electronic supplementary material).

Such an effect cannot account for the key results documented

in this paper, but needs nonetheless to be borne in mind when

interpreting them.

Relationships between matching components, spatial

turnover indices and species richness, spatial turnover indices

and environmental variables (with and without also fitting,

and hence accounting for, species richness), and with spatial

turnover indices for different range size quartiles, were

assessed using either normal error or Poisson error mixed

modelling methods (SAS; Littell et al. 1996) that accounted

for spatial autocorrelation in the residuals by fitting

exponential spatial covariance structures. The longitudes

and latitudes of cell centroids were used as spatial coordi-

nates. Models were implemented using PROC MIXED (for

normal errors) and PROC GLIMMIX v. 1.0 add-in (for Poisson

errors) in SAS v. 9.1.3 (Littell et al. 1996). The fit of

quadratic as well as linear terms for predictors was tested in

order to allow for nonlinear relationships. For all spatial

models (both normal and Poisson error), differences among

major biogeographical realms in spatial autocorrelation were

accounted for by using equivalent independent error models

to estimate the maximum geographical distance (the range

parameter r), measured in degrees, over which spatial

autocorrelation in model residuals was observed to occur.

This involved estimating r from the semi-variogram of

residuals of non-spatial models that included the relevant

combination of predictors, separately for each realm. All the

eight estimates (six for environmental models) of r were then

entered as spatial covariance parameters in global models,

with spatial autocorrelation taken into account within the

same realm. Spatial Poisson error models used the pseudo-

likelihood (PL) procedure (Wolfinger & O’Connell 1993)

that obtains a maximum-likelihood-like estimate of the scale

parameter (4; Littell et al. 1996). PL does not compute a true

log-likelihood, precluding use of model selection procedures

based on Akaike’s information criterion. Hence, relative

importance of predictors was determined by inspection of

F values. Since variance explained cannot be derived from

spatial models, we used R2 taken from equivalent normal

error OLS (non-spatial) models as a rough estimate.

Similarly, in Poisson error cases, we used percentage of
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
total deviance explained from equivalent non-spatial models

as an indication.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(a) Matching components

For birds, the matching components exhibit marked

large-scale spatial heterogeneity (figure 1). Species

continuity a shows rather smooth gradients of variation

with strong tropical peaks, being highest across much of

the Indo-Malayan realm, sub-Saharan Africa, and much

of the Neotropics, including Amazon and the Atlantic

coastal forests (figure 1a). In large part, this reflects

patterns of global species richness, but expressing

continuity as a proportion of overall richness in each

cell continues to result in a number of tropical peaks,

along with others in Holarctic regions (figure 1d ). The

gain and loss components, b and c, have a hump-shaped

quadratic relationship (both variables log transformed, b

as the dependent and c as the independent variable,

F1,8968Z145.44 (linear term) and F1,8968Z174.02

(quadratic term); p!0.001 in both cases and R2Z
0.360). They also show tropical peaks (figure 1b,c), but

the relative variation in these components in tropical

areas is much greater than for shared species (the

patterns are patchier), and is particularly marked in

some mountain ranges, whose topographic complexity

is commonly associated with high levels of species

richness and endemism (Orme et al. 2005), and thus of

spatial gains and losses in species identities. This is not,

however, the sole explanation of high gains and losses,

and these occur more widely, picking out such features

as the Amazon and the Atlantic Forest in the Neotropics,

and the woody savannas of the Afrotropics. Expressing

gains and losses as a proportion of overall species richness

retains peaks in the Andes and Himalayas, but addition-

ally highlights some desert areas, most notably the Sahara

(figure 1e, f ).

(b) Turnover, richness and latitude

All three indices of spatial turnover show broadly similar

patterns of spatial variation (figure 2). bw has peaks

principally along the Himalayas, along the Andes and

north into Mexico, and in the Sahara and the Middle East

(figure 2a), bsim also has peaks in the Andes, the Sahara

and the Middle East but not in the Himalayas (figure 2b)

and bj has highest values in these regions (figure 2c). In

part, and contrary to the first prediction derived from

niche limitation theory, these patterns reflect high

proportional turnovers in regions of relatively low species

richness (figure 2d ), the high turnover being generated by

gains and losses of very small numbers, but high

proportions, of species (figure 1). Thus, with the turnover

measures as response variables, bw has an initially

decelerating negative relationship with species richness

(figure 3a; table 1; square-root transformed), as does bsim

(figure 3b; table 1) and bj (figure 3c; table 1). This trend is

conspicuously weak for bsim, suggesting that the broad-

sense turnover-richness relationship is driven largely by

local richness gradients (for which bsim controls, but the

other two measures do not). In all cases, however, and in

agreement with prediction, plots of turnover against

species richness indicate particularly high turnover in

those areas with the highest richness, suggesting that the



(a) 0 74 139 226 645

(b) 0 7 13 23 420

(c) 0 6 12 22 311

(d ) 0 0.73 0.83 0.89 1.0

(e) 0 0.05 0.08 0.14 1.0

( f ) 0 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.95

Figure 1. Global distributions of species gain and loss between neighbouring grid cells. The mean number of species (a,d )
shared (matching component a), (b,e) gained (matching component b) and (c, f ) lost (matching component c) in comparisons
between each focal grid cell and its adjacent neighbours, expressed as raw numbers (a–c) and as a proportion of the total number
of species in the focal cell. The colour scales are histogram equalized and the quartile values are indicated.
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world’s avian biodiversity hotspots are a patchwork of

spatially diverse assemblages (figure 3a–c). In areas of high

richness, high turnover is generated by gains and losses of

large numbers and proportions of species (figure 1). The

strongly nonlinear global relationships between spatial

turnover and species richness mean that regional studies

are likely to find different such relationships, depending on

what range of richness variation they capture. Although

doubtless there are other causes as well, this may in part

explain why published turnover–richness relationships

have been so variable (Koleff et al. 2003a).

There is a marked latitudinal gradient in global avian

species richness (Orme et al. 2005). However, contrary to

the second prediction derived from niche limitation theory

and some regional studies (Stevens 1989; Gaston &

Williams 1996; Koleff et al. 2003a; Willig et al. 2003),

there is no simple global relationship between spatial

turnover and latitude (figure 3d–f ). The weak correlations

between turnover indices and absolute cell latitudes are all

highly significant (Pearson correlations: bwrZK0.03,

bsimrZK0.04, bjrZK0.02; nZ17 921 and p!0.001 in

all cases), but this is confounded by longitudinal spatial

autocorrelation. When this autocorrelation is removed by

averaging across longitudes, neither bsim nor bj show a

strong or statistically significant correlation with absolute

latitude (Pearson correlations: bsimrZ0.12; bjrZ0.14;

nZ152 and pO0.05 in both cases). By contrast, bw does

show a significant correlation (rZK0.25, nZ152,

pZ0.002), but this is driven by extreme values, as shown
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by repeating the analysis omitting the 0.9% of cells with

bwO5 (rZ0.09, nZ152, pZ0.28). It has been argued that

relatively simple latitudinal gradients in species richness

hide much of the rich spatial variation in species numbers,

which may be important to understanding what

determines the richness occurring in different areas

(Hawkins & Diniz-Filho 2004). Our results reveal that

for spatial turnover almost the converse argument may

apply. There is little evidence for simple latitudinal

gradients in turnover, in large part because turnover

peaks in both low and high richness areas (figure 3).
(c) Turnover and environment

Our global model revealed that, after controlling for spatial

autocorrelation, spatial turnover decreased with mean

habitat diversity and mean NDVI, and showed inconsistent

patterns with mean elevation and mean temperature

(table 1). Although increasing with elevation, spatial

turnover generally showed inconsistent patterns with rough-

ness in the environmental variables (table 1). Most

relationships were stronger for mean than roughness values,

suggesting that at this spatial resolution patterns of spatial

turnover are not solely driven by patterns in environmental

turnover. For bw and bj, some of these relationships changed

direction when species richness was controlled for, while for

bsim the patterns were generally weaker than for the other

turnover measures and were maintained (table S1 in the

electronic supplementary material). Nevertheless, the

principal finding—that relationships were not consistently



(a) 0 0.15 0.27 0.46 >1

(b) 0 0.02 0.04 0.07 1

(c) 0 0.74 0.83 0.89 1

(d ) 1 87 154 244 956

Figure 2. Global distributions of spatial turnover indices and species richness. (a) bw, (b) bsim, (c) bj and (d ) species richness. The
colour scales are histogram equalized and the quartile values are indicated.
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stronger with roughness than mean environmental values—

held irrespective of whether or not species richness was

included in the models, and was contrary to the third

prediction derived from niche limitation theory.

The potential importance of average environmental

conditions for global patterns of spatial turnover for birds
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
fits with recent demonstrations that overall species

population sizes increase, and average species population

sizes increase or remain constant, with resource avail-

ability (Kaspari et al. 2000; Hurlbert 2004; Evans et al.

2006; Mönkkönen et al. 2006). As the population size and

range size of species are frequently positively correlated
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Figure 3. Relationships of three indices of spatial turnover with species richness and latitude. Associations are shown for species
richness (a–c), and latitude (d– f ), for (a,d ) square-root transformed bw, (b,e) bsim and (c, f ) bj. The range of values at each
latitude and species richness, respectively, is shown in grey and the latitudinal or species richness medians are plotted as open
circles. In order to show these relationships more clearly, the graph for bw is truncated at 3 and that of bsim at 0.3.The omitted
values constitute 1.8% (bw) and 0.7% (bsim) of the dataset: all have low species richness (maxZ186, medianZ4) but cover a
wide range of latitudes. Southern latitudes are indicated as negative, northern ones as positive.
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(Brown 1984; Gaston et al. 2000), the larger populations

in resource-rich areas are likely to occupy more of that

region, thus elevating mean species occupancy (Bonn et al.

2004). This increase in occupancy may increase the

number of species shared between two areas within a

region while decreasing species loss or gain, and thus

decreasing our three measures of spatial turnover. Such a

negative effect is seen both for mean temperature and

NDVI, two commonly used indices of resource availability

(table 1). Unfortunately, the combinations of mean and

roughness of environmental variables that typically result

from using multivariate models incorporating the two

kinds of variables are virtually impossible to interpret

mechanistically and provide limited additional insight into

their relative importance.
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(d) Turnover and range size

Spatial patterns of species richness tend to be driven

foremost by the distribution of the more widespread rather

than the more restricted species, with the former having

the stronger relationships with mean environmental

conditions (Jetz & Rahbek 2002; Lennon et al. 2004).

Contrary to the prediction based on the assumption that

restricted species have narrower niches and more

fragmented distributions, the more widespread species

tend also to have a disproportionate influence on observed

patterns of spatial turnover. Dividing species into the

quartiles of the species-range size distribution, and

determining the relationships between overall patterns of

turnover and the patterns of turnover for each quartile

separately, shows the clear pattern that more widespread



Table 1. Significant relationships between spatial turnover species richness and selected environmental variables (both linear and
squared terms). (There were 8968 degrees of freedom for all species richness terms; for environmental terms, there were 7891
degrees of freedom in the case of linear models and 7890 in the case of quadratic models. For bsim and bj estimated proportion of
variance explained is reported as R2 values taken from equivalent OLS regression models. In the case of bw, the overall
proportion of total deviance explained (Pp. expl. D) for equivalent non-spatial Poisson error models is used as an estimate of
variance explained. For significant linear and quadratic terms, C and K indicate positive and negative slopes, respectively, with
level of significance coded as: CCC/KKK, p!0.001; CC/KK, 0.001%p!0.01; C/K, 0.01%p!0.05.)

Effect

bw bsim bj

F Pp. expl. D F R2 F R2

species richness 765.12KKK 0.273 84.57KKK 0.086 538.67KKK 0.268
species richness2 22.48CCC 44.58CCC 139.83CCC

environmental mean
elevation 16.22KKK 0.435 32.44CCC 0.018 — —
elevation2 — — —
habitat diversity 74.26KKK 0.547 27.1KKK 0.047 58.82KKK 0.161
habitat diversity2 12.69CCC 17.98CCC 23.04CCC

temperature 80.37KKK 0.458 — — 61.69KKK 0.045
temperature2 95.37CCC — 74.50CCC

NDVI 55.99KKK 0.588 46.91KKK 0.074 155.07KKK 0.271
NDVI2 5.29C — 45.55CCC

environmental roughness
elevation 85.05CCC 0.431 41.90CCC 0.034 50.16CCC 0.044
elevation2 103.17KKK —
habitat diversity — — 13.5CCC 0.0008 6.00C 0.029
habitat diversity2 — —
temperature 100.72KKK 0.429 38.37CCC 0.032 62.58CCC 0.039
temperature2 — 4.73K 38.60KKK

NDVI 50.42KKK 0.434 13.93CCC 0.003 11.38CCC 0.027
NDVI2 — —
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species better predict species turnover (table S2 in the

electronic supplementary material). Owing to this, it is

likely that the relationships we identify here between

turnover, richness and environment will reflect the

geographical distributions of widespread rather than

restricted-range species. The relative importance of wide-

spread species in determining patterns of species richness

has been explained in terms of the stronger responses that

these species show to patterns of mean environmental

variation (Jetz & Rahbek 2002), and this would fit with the

evident importance of such variation in determining

patterns of spatial turnover (table 1).
4. IN CONCLUSION

While it would be valuable to repeat them at yet finer spatial

resolutions (including using site based data) and to address

issues of scale dependence, the global analyses reported

here have been conducted at the finest practicable given

available data, and at a resolution that is now commonly

adopted for the study of species richness patterns across

geographical scales (Jetz & Rahbek 2002; Orme et al.

2005). The results thus have important implications for

present understanding of global patterns of biodiversity.

Foremost, despite exhibiting marked spatial patterns,

spatial turnover is not simply correlated with species

richness, latitude or turnover in the environment, contrary

to the predictions derived from niche limitation theory.

Rather, turnover is high when species richness is low, where

the loss or gain of a very few species exerts a strong

influence, and when species richness is very high, where the
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
same factors that promote high richness produce gradients

of rapid change in species composition.
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